1. The Sharks are playing hockey, and they are shooting the puck a lot. Defenseman Brent Burns has 5 shots after the second period. In the third period, he has 4 more.

   **How many shots does Brent Burns have in total?**

2. Sharks center “Jumbo” Joe Thornton likes to help out his teammates with scoring goals by passing the puck to them. Those passes are called “assists.” Joe Thornton has 1,089 assists over his career so far.

   **Can you identify which number in 1,089 is in the thousands place, the hundreds place, the tens place, and the ones place?**

3. The Sharks play two games this weekend, and you need to make sure you know what time the games start at!

   **Read the clock and fill out what time it says.**

   **Fill out the clock with the correct time.**
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